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Phrases

Going to Phrases!
Tap the Phrases icon in the bottom toolbar.!

Accessing Edit mode!
Tap Edit in the top-right of Phrases to access 
Edit mode. Here you can see all the Categories. 
Some are greyed out. This means they are not 
visible for the user outside of Edit mode.!

Repositioning Categories & Items!
To reposition Categories and Items, tap and 
hold on the move bars and drag the Category or 
Item up or down.!

Selecting Categories and Items!
Tap a Category or Item to select it. A checkmark 
will confirm your selection. To open a Category 
in List View, tap the blue arrow. !!
Going to the Editor!
Tap the Edit button (the gear) to enter the 
Editor.!

Text to Speak!
Tap anywhere in the Text to Speak field to show 
the keyboard and edit the Text to Speak.!

Label!
Tap in the Label field to change the text of the 
label. The label is the title used for Categories 
and Items in the Phrases block. It can be the 
same as or different from the Text to Speak.!

Abbreviations!
Abbreviations can be used to speed up typing. 
Tap in the Abbreviation field to add an 
abbreviation for an Item. When you type an 
abbreviation, the text will be spoken/expanded.!

Background Color!
Tap Background Color. This feature can be 
used to make certain Categories and Items 
more visible.!

Making Categories & Items hidden/visible!
Toggle Hidden to ON or OFF to make 
Categories and Items hidden or visible. When 
Hidden is ON, a Category or Item will only be 
visible in Edit mode. Note that abbreviations still 
work even when an Item is hidden.!

Voice Properties!
In Voice Properties, you can change the Voice, 
Speech Rate (faster or slower), Voice 
Personalization (higher or deeper) and Relative 
Volume of a Category or Item.!

Using the editing tools!
Use the tools on the bottom toolbar to Add, Cut, 
Copy, Paste or Delete a Category or Item. Note 
that buttons can be copied from Proloquo2Go. 
For more info, see: bit.ly/CopyFromP2GtoP4T 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Quick Talk

Going to Quick Talk!
Tap the Quick Talk icon in the bottom toolbar.!

Accessing Edit mode!
Tap Edit in the top-right of Quick Talk to access 
Edit mode.!!
Repositioning Categories & Items!
To reposition a Category or Item in Grid View, 
tap and hold on it until it pulses and then move 
it to a new position.!

Selecting Categories & Items!
Tap the Category or Item you want to edit. A 
checkmark will confirm your selection. To open 
a Category in Grid View, double tap it.!!
Going to the Editor!
Tap the Edit button (the gear) to enter the 
Editor. !!
Text to Speak!
In the Editor, tap in the Text to Speak field to 
show the keyboard and edit the Text to Speak.!

Label!
Tap in the Label field to change the text of the 
label. The label is the title used for Categories 
and Items in the Quick Talk block. It can be the 
same as or different from the Text to Speak.!

Abbreviations!
Abbreviations can be used to speed up typing. 
Tap in the Abbreviation field to add an 
abbreviation for an Item. When you type an 
abbreviation, the text will be spoken/expanded.!

Background Color!
Tap Background Color. You can choose 
between all kinds of color scales. This feature 
can be used to make certain Categories and 
Items more visible.!

Making Categories & Items hidden/visible!
Toggle Hidden to ON or OFF to make 
Categories and Items hidden or visible. When 
Hidden is ON, a Category or Item will only be 
visible in Edit mode. Note that abbreviations still 
work even when an Item is hidden.!

Voice Properties!
In Voice Properties, you can change the Voice, 
Speech Rate (faster or slower), Voice 
Personalization (higher or deeper) and Relative 
Volume of a Category or Item.!

Using the editing tools!
Use the tools on the bottom toolbar to Add, Cut, 
Copy, Paste or Delete a Category or Item. Note 
that buttons can be copied from Proloquo2Go. 
For more info, see: bit.ly/CopyFromP2GtoP4T 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